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Universities are singular institutions. They have common historical roots yet are deeply embedded in their societies. Established in the medieval period to transmit knowledge and provide training for a few key professions, in the nineteenth century universities became creators of new knowledge through basic research. The contemporary university is the most important institution in the complex process of knowledge creation and distribution, serving as home not only to most of the basic sciences but also to the complex system of journals, books, and databases that communicate knowledge worldwide. Universities are key providers of training in an ever growing number of specializations. Universities have also taken on a political and cultural function in society, serving as centers for the civil society. At the same time, academe is faced with unprecedented challenges, stemming in large part from a decline in resources. After almost a half century of dramatic expansion worldwide, universities in many countries are being forced to cut back on expenditures and, in some cases, to downsize. The unwritten pact between society and higher education that provided expanding resources in return for greater access for students as well as research and service to society has broken down, with significant implications for both higher education and society.

This chapter is concerned with the patterns of higher education development evident in the post–World War II period throughout the world, analyzing some of the reasons for these trends and pointing to likely directions for universities in the coming decades. Issues such as autonomy and accountability, research and teaching, reform and the curriculum, and the implications of the massive expansion of universities in most countries are of primary concern.

A Common Heritage

There is only one common academic model worldwide. The basic European university model, established first in Italy and France at the end of the twelfth century, has been significantly modified but remains the universal pattern of higher education. The Paris model placed the professor at the center of the institution and enshrined autonomy as an important part of the academic ethos. It is significant that the major competing idea of the period, the student-dominated University of Bologna, did not gain a major foothold in Europe, although it had some impact in Spain and later in Latin America.

The university rapidly expanded to other parts of Europe—Oxford and Cambridge in England, Salamanca in Spain, Prague and Krakow in Central Europe—and a variety of institutions in the German states were established in the following century.

Later, the European imperialist nations brought universities to their colonies, along with other accoutrements of colonialism. The British, for example, exported academic models first to the American colonies and later to India, Africa, and Southeast Asia.
The French in Vietnam and West Africa, the Spanish and the Portuguese throughout Latin America, the Dutch in Indonesia, the Americans in the Philippines, and other colonial powers also exported academic institutions. Colonial universities were patterned directly on institutions in the metropole but often without the traditions of autonomy and academic freedom in the mother country.

The university has by no means been a static institution but has changed and adapted to new circumstances. With the rise of nationalism and the Protestant Reformation in Europe, the universal language of higher education, Latin, was replaced by national languages. Academic institutions became less international and more local in their student bodies and orientations and were affected by their national circumstances, Protestant Amsterdam differing, for example, from Catholic Salamanca. Harvard University, although patterned on British models, slowly developed its own traditions and orientations, reflecting the realities of colonial North America. Academic institutions have not always flourished. Oxford and Cambridge, strongly linked to the Church of England and the aristocracy, played only a minor role in the industrial revolution and the tremendous scientific expansion of the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. In France, universities were abolished after the revolution, in 1793; gradually, they were reestablished, and the Napoleonic model became a powerful force not only in France but also in Spain and Latin America. German universities, which were severely damaged during the Nazi period by the destruction of autonomy and the departure of many professors, lost their scientific preeminence.

For the purposes of this chapter, two more recent modifications of the Western academic model are relevant. In the mid-nineteenth century, a newly united Germany harnessed the university for nation building. Under the leadership of Wilhelm von Humboldt, German higher education was given significant resources by the state, took on the responsibility for research aimed at national development and industrialization, and played a key role in defining the ideology of the new German nation. German universities also established graduate education and the doctoral degree. For the first time, research became an integral function of the university, and the university was reorganized as a hierarchy based on the newly emerging scientific disciplines. American reformers further transformed higher education by stressing the relationship between the university and society through the concept of service and direct links with industry and agriculture. They also democratized the German chair system, through the establishment of academic departments, and developed the land-grant concept for both research and expanded access to higher education. Thus, even institutions that seem deeply embedded in national soil have in fact been influenced by international ideas and models.

Virtually without exception, the institutional pattern followed by the world’s universities derives from these Western models. Significantly, in one of the few remaining fully non-Western institutions, Al-Azhar University in Cairo, which focuses mainly on traditional Islamic law and theology, science faculties are now organized along European lines. There are many variations of the Western model—open universities, two-year vocational institutions, teacher training colleges, polytechnics—but while the functions of these institutions differ from those of traditional universities, their basic organization, pattern of governance, and ethos remain remarkably close to the Western academic ideal.

Networks of Knowledge and Higher Education
There are many explanations for the dominance of the Western academic model. The institutionalization of the study of science and, later, scientific research are central elements. The link between universities and the dominant world economic systems no doubt is an important reason for Western hegemony. In many parts of the world, academic institutions were imposed by colonizers, and there were few possibilities to develop independent alternatives. Indigenous institutional forms were destroyed, as in nineteenth-century India with the British imposition of European patterns. None of the formerly colonized nations have shifted from their basically European academic model; the contemporary Indian university, for example, resembles its preindependence predecessor.

Japan, which was never colonized, recognized after 1868 that it had to develop scientific and industrial capacity and jettisoned its traditional academic institutions in favor of Western university traditions, importing ideas and models from Germany, the United States, and other countries. Other noncolonized nations, such as China and Thailand, also imported Western models and adapted them to local needs and conditions.

The harnessing of higher education to the broader needs of national economic and social development was perhaps the most important innovation of this era. Western universities were seen as successful in providing advanced education, fostering research and scientific development, and assisting their societies in the increasingly complex task of development. Universities in both the United States and Germany fostered industrial and agricultural development. The idea that higher education should be supported by public funds, that the university should participate in the creation as well as the transmission of knowledge, and that academic institutions should at the same time be permitted a degree of autonomy was behind much of the growth of universities in the nineteenth century. Further, Western universities were at the center of a knowledge network that included research institutions, the means of knowledge dissemination such as journals and scientific publishers, and an “invisible college” of scientists. As science became more international, a common scientific language emerged, first German, and since the mid-twentieth century, English. Even scholars in such industrialized nations as Sweden and the Netherlands often communicate their research findings in English. The large Dutch multinational publishers Elsevier and Kluwer publish virtually all of their scholarly and scientific books and journals in English.

The circulation of scholars and students worldwide—even the so-called brain drain—is an element of the international knowledge system, helping to circulate ideas and also maintaining the research hegemony of the major host countries. More than one and one-half million students study outside their home countries, the large majority of them from Third World nations and the newly industrializing countries of the Pacific rim. They are studying in the industrialized nations, especially the United States, Britain, France, and Germany. Japan is both a major sending and major receiving country.

As a result of their sojourns abroad, students gain expertise in their studies but also learn the norms and values of the Western academic system, often returning home with a zeal to reform their local universities. Frequently, foreign graduates have difficulty readjusting to their home countries, in part because the advanced training they acquire abroad may not be easily assimilated into less industrialized economies. Such frustrations, along with significantly better remuneration in industrialized countries, lead to the brain drain. However, in the contemporary world, brain drain is often not
permanent. Members of the Third World scientific diaspora maintain contact with their colleagues at home, contributing advanced knowledge and ideas. They often return home for periods of time to work with local academics and, increasingly, return home permanently, when conditions are favorable. These returning students bring with them to their native countries considerable expertise and often assume leadership positions in the local scientific and academic communities. With few exceptions, knowledge and institutional patterns are transferred from the major industrialized nations to the Third World—or even to more peripheral industrial countries—with very little traffic in the other direction.

The knowledge network is complex and multifaceted; while its centers remain extraordinarily powerful, there is a movement toward greater equalization of research production and use. Japan, for example, already has a powerful and increasingly research-oriented university system, and some of the newly industrializing countries of East and Southeast Asia are building research capacity in their universities, with China playing a particularly important role. But while hegemony may be slowly dissipating, inequality remains endemic in the world knowledge system.

**Expansion: Hallmark of the Postwar Era**

Postsecondary education has expanded since World War II in virtually every country in the world. This growth has, in proportional terms, been more dramatic than that of primary and secondary education. Writing in 1975, Martin Trow spoke of the transition from *elite* to *mass* and then to *universal* higher education in the context of the industrialized nations. The United States enrolled some 30 percent of the relevant age cohort (eighteen- to twenty-two-year-olds) in higher education in the immediate postwar period, while European nations generally maintained an elite higher education system, with fewer than 5 percent attending postsecondary institutions. By the 1960s, many European nations were educating 15 percent or more of the age group; in 1970, Sweden enrolled 24 percent, France 17 percent. That year, the United States increased its proportion to more than 50 percent and was approaching universal access. By the end of the twentieth century, most Western European countries had increased their enrollment rates to about half, thus reaching close to “universal” access. Thus, while American patterns of access have stabilized, Europe and many newly industrializing countries continue to expand.

In the Third World, expansion has been even more dramatic. Building on tiny and extraordinarily elitist universities, Third World higher education expanded rapidly in the immediate postindependence period. In India, enrollment grew from approximately 100,000 at the time of independence, in 1947, to more than 4 million in the 1990s. Expansion in sub-Saharan Africa has also been rapid, with the postsecondary student population growing from 181,000 in 1975 to more than 1.7 million two decades later. Expansion continues despite economic crisis and the AIDS epidemic. There has been a decline in per capita student expenditure and this has contributed to a decline in academic standards.

Similar trends can be seen among other non-Western countries. In a few instances, such as the Philippines, where more than one-third of the age cohort enters postsecondary education, enrollment ratios have reached those of industrialized nations, although in general the Third World lags far behind in terms of proportion of the population attending higher education institutions. Even China, with more than 14 million students in postsecondary education (approximately the same number as the United States)
enrolls only 15 percent of the age group. Expansion in the Third World has, in general, exceeded that in the industrialized nations, at least in proportional terms. Among the highest rates of expansion and participation are in Asian newly industrializing countries, such as South Korea and Taiwan, and recently in Latin America as well.

Regardless of political system, level of economic development, or educational ideology, the expansion of higher education has been the single, most important trend worldwide. About 7 percent of the relevant age cohort attends postsecondary educational institutions, a statistic that has increased each decade since World War II. Higher education expanded first in the United States, then in Europe, and later in the Third World and the newly industrializing countries. Women now constitute approximately 40 percent of university enrollment, with considerable variation by country. The industrialized nations, with a few exceptions, have a higher proportion of the age cohort in postsecondary education than Third World countries. Generalized statistics concerning enrollments in postsecondary education mask many key differences. For example, industrialized nations have, in general, a higher proportion of students in technological and scientific fields than in liberal arts, which tend to predominate in the developing nations—although even here there are exceptions, such as China.

There are many reasons for the expansion of higher education, a central one being the increasing complexity of modern societies and economies, which demands a more highly trained workforce. Almost without exception, postsecondary institutions have been called upon to provide the required training. Indeed, training in many fields that was once imparted on the job has become formalized in institutions of higher education. Whole new fields, such as computer science, have come into existence and rely on universities as a source of research and training. Nations now developing scientific and industrial capacity, such as South Korea and Taiwan, as well as emerging agents China and India, depend on academic institutions to provide high-level training as well as research expertise.22

Not only do academic institutions provide training, they also test and provide certification for many occupations in contemporary society. These roles have been central to universities since the medieval period but have been vastly expanded in recent years. A university degree is a prerequisite for an increasing number of occupations in most societies. Indeed, academic certification is necessary for most positions of power, authority, and prestige in modern societies, which places immense power in the hands of universities. Tests to gain admission to higher education are rites of passage in many societies and are important determinants of future success.23 Competition within academe varies from country to country, but in most cases stress is also placed on high academic performance and tests. There are often further examinations to permit entry into specific professions.

The role of the university as an examining body has grown for a number of reasons. As industrial and economic expansion has taken place, more sorting mechanisms have been needed. The older, more informal, and often more ascriptive means of controlling access to prestigious occupations no longer provide the controls needed, nor are they perceived as fair. Universities are seen as meritocratic institutions, which can be trusted to provide impartial tests to measure accomplishment and, therefore, to determine access. When such mechanisms break down—as they did in China during the Cultural Revolution—or when they are perceived as subject to corrupt influences—as in India—
universities are significantly weakened. Furthermore, entirely new fields have
developed for which no sorting mechanisms exist, and academic institutions are
frequently called upon to provide not only training but also examination and
certification.

Expansion has also occurred because the growing segments of the population of
modern societies demand it. The middle classes, seeing that academic qualifications are
necessary for success, demand access to higher education, and governments generally
respond by increasing enrollment.24 When governments do not move quickly enough,
private initiative frequently establishes academic institutions to meet the demand. In
countries like India, the Philippines, and Bangladesh, as well as in many Latin
American nations, a majority of the students are educated in private colleges and
universities.25 At present, there are powerful worldwide trends toward imposing user
fees in the form of higher tuition charges, increasing the stress on private higher
education, and in general considering higher education as a private good, in economic
terms. These changes are intended to reduce the cost of postsecondary education for
governments while maintaining access, although the long-term implications for the
quality of, access to, and control over higher education remain unclear.

In most societies, higher education is heavily subsidized by the government, and most,
if not all, academic institutions are in the public sector. While there is a growing trend
toward private initiative and management sharing responsibility with public
institutions, governments will likely continue to be a central source of funding for
postsecondary education. The dramatic expansion of academic institutions in the
postwar period has proved very expensive for governments. Nonetheless, the demand
for access has been extraordinarily powerful.26

Many analysts writing in the 1960s assumed that the world, and particularly Western
industrialized nations, would move from elite to mass and finally to universal access to
higher education, generally following the American pattern. But the path to universal
access has proved to be circuitous.27 For a period in the 1970s, expansion slowed, only
picking up again in the late 1980s. The nations of the European Union are in general
moving toward U.S. levels of access. The causes for the slowdowns were in part
economic, given the problems in the Western economies that followed the oil shocks of
the 1970s; in part demographic, resulting from a significant drop in the birth rate and a
smaller cohort of young people; and in part philosophical, as countries became less
sympathetic to the growth of public institutions, including universities. Generally, the
proportion of the age cohort going on to higher education in Western Europe stabilized
at under 20 percent in the 1970s; it began to increase again in the late 1980s and
continues to expand.28 This expansion has taken place in a context of steady population
trends and has been impelled by changes in European economies, which have moved to
the postindustrial stage. By 2003, most Western European countries were sending half
of their age group on to postsecondary education.

In sharp contrast to Western industrialized countries, Third World universities have, in
general, continued to expand without interruption. With only a very few exceptions,
such as the Philippines, Third World enrollment ratios remain significantly lower than
those in the industrialized nations, but there continues to be a strong commitment to
continued expansion and access. This is the case even in countries like India, where
there is severe unemployment of graduates and a brain drain of university graduates. In
many Third World countries, it remains impossible for local universities to absorb all of
those qualified to attend, creating an exodus of students abroad. This is the case in, for example, Malaysia.\textsuperscript{29} As in the industrialized nations, there is a notable trend toward shifting the burden of funding for higher education from the state to the individual.

The Third World presents a special set of circumstances. Unmet demand, an expanding middle class, and continuing population growth in many countries mean that the bulk of the world’s higher education growth in the coming decades will be in developing countries. Many of these countries are building more complex economies that require more skilled workers, and this too contributes to expansion. Even if political authorities wanted to slow expansion, they would find it impossible to do.

General agreement that postindustrial economies need large numbers of university graduates means that participation rates in the industrialized world will continue to expand. At the same time, the retirement of the large cohort of people hired in the 1960s will open additional highly skilled jobs. At the same time, demographic trends will limit the need for more university places.\textsuperscript{30}

\textbf{Change and Reform: The Legacy of the Sixties}

The demands placed on institutions of higher education to accommodate larger numbers of students and to expand their functions resulted in reforms in higher education in many countries. Much debate has taken place concerning higher education reform in the 1960s, and a significant amount of change did take place.\textsuperscript{31} Without question, the student unrest of the period contributed to disarray in higher education. This unrest was in part precipitated by deteriorating academic conditions, which were the result of rapid expansion. In a few instances, students demanded far-reaching reforms in higher education, especially an end to the rigid, hierarchical organization of the traditional European university.\textsuperscript{32} The chair system was modified or eliminated, and the responsibility for academic decision making, formerly a monopoly of full professors, was expanded—in some countries, to include students. At the same time, the walls of the traditional academic disciplines were broken down by interdisciplinary teaching and research.

Reform was greatest in several traditional Western European academic systems. Sweden’s universities were completely transformed: decision making was democratized, universities were decentralized, educational access was expanded to previously underserved parts of the country, interdisciplinary teaching and research was instituted, and the curriculum was expanded to include vocational courses.\textsuperscript{33} Reforms also took place in France and the Netherlands, where reformers stressed interdisciplinary studies and the democratization of academic decision making. In Germany, the universities in states dominated by the Social Democratic Party were also reformed, with the traditional structures of the university giving way to more democratic governance patterns.

In the 1990s, the major trend in restructuring European universities has been improving administrative efficiency and accountability. Many of the reforms of the 1960s were modified or even eliminated. Students, for example, have less power now. In the Netherlands, national restructuring increased the power of administrators. Similar trends can be seen in Germany, Sweden, and other countries.

In many industrialized nations, structural change was modest. In the United States, for example, despite considerable debate during the 1960s, there was very limited change in the structure or governance of higher education.\textsuperscript{34} Japan, where unrest disrupted
higher education and spawned a number of reports on university reform, experienced virtually no basic change in its higher education system, although several “new model” interdisciplinary institutions were established, such as the science-oriented Tsukuba University near Tokyo. Britain, less affected by student protest and with a plan for expansion in operation, also experienced few reforms during the 1960s. Some of the changes implemented at that time have been abandoned. In Germany, reforms in governance that gave students and junior staff a dominant position in some university functions were ruled unconstitutional by German courts.

Many of the structural reforms of the 1960s were abandoned after a decade of experimentation or were replaced by administrative arrangements that emphasized accountability and efficiency. Outside authorities, such as government—but also including business, industry, and labor organizations—came to play a more important role in academic governance. Curricular innovations have proved more durable; interdisciplinary programs and initiatives and the introduction of new fields such as gender studies remain.

At the end of the twentieth century, there was a second wave of reforms evident worldwide. These reforms can be characterized as a “managerial revolution” in higher education, where the overall goal was to ensure more accountability and efficiency in the management of academic institutions. These reforms generally increased the power of administrators and reduced faculty authority and, in the public sector, provided for more supervision by government authorities. These changes were stimulated both by the growing size and complexity of many academic institutions and systems and by a desire to rein in expenditures. Efforts were made to privatize elements of public institutions and, in some countries, to stimulate the private sector in higher education.

Vocationalization has been an important trend in the past two decades. Throughout the world, there is a conviction that the university curriculum must provide relevant training for a variety of increasingly complex jobs. Students, worried about obtaining remunerative employment, have pressed universities to focus more on job preparation. Employers have also demanded that the curriculum become more relevant to their needs. Enrollment in the social sciences and humanities, at least in industrialized nations, has declined.

Curricular vocationalism is linked to another worldwide trend in higher education: the increasingly close relationship between universities and industry. Industrial firms have sought to ensure that the skills they need are incorporated into the curriculum. This trend also has implications for academic research, since many university/industry relations are focused largely on research. Industries have established formal linkages and research partnerships with universities to obtain help with research of interest to them. In countries such as Sweden, representatives from industry have been added to the governing councils of higher education institutions. In the United States, formal contractual arrangements have been made between universities and major corporations to share research results. In many industrialized nations, corporations provide educational programs for their employees, sometimes with the assistance of universities.

Technical arrangements with regard to patents, confidentiality of research findings, and other fiscal matters have assumed importance as university/industry relations have become crucial. Critics also point out that the nature of research in higher education may be altered by this relationship, as industrial firms are not usually interested in basic
research. University-based research, which has traditionally been oriented toward basic research, may be increasingly skewed to applied and profit-making topics. There has also been some discussion of research orientation in fields like biotechnology, in which broader public policy matters may conflict with the needs of corporations. Specific funding arrangements have also been questioned. Pressure to serve the training and research requirements of industry has implications for the organization of the curriculum, the nature and scope of research, and the traditional relationship between the university and society.38

The traditional idea of academic governance stresses autonomy, and universities have tried to insulate themselves from the direct control of external agencies. However, as universities expand and become more expensive, there is immense pressure by those providing funds for higher education—mainly governments—to expect accountability. The conflict between autonomy and accountability has been a flashpoint for controversy in recent years. Without exception, university autonomy has shrunk, and administrative structures have been put into place in such countries as Britain and the Netherlands to ensure greater accountability.39 The issue takes on different implications in different parts of the world. In the Third World, traditions of autonomy have not been strong, and demands for accountability, both political and economic, sometimes mean government domination of academe.40 In the industrialized nations, accountability pressures are usually more fiscal in nature.

Despite the varied pressures on higher educational institutions for change and the significant reforms that have taken place in the past two decades, there have been few structural alterations in universities. One of the few places where this has occurred is Sweden. Elsewhere, curricula have been altered, expansion has taken place, and there have been continuing debates concerning accountability and autonomy, but universities as institutions have not changed significantly. As Edward Shils has argued, the “academic ethos” has been under strain, and while in some ways it has been weakened, it has so far survived.41

The Millennium

The university is a durable institution. The modern university retains key elements of the historical models from which it sprang even while evolving to serve the needs of societies during a period of tremendous change.42 There has been a convergence of ideas and institutional patterns and practices in higher education, due in part to the implantation of European-style universities in developing areas during and after the colonial era and in part to universities’ having been crucial to the development and internationalization of science and scholarship. Many of the changes discussed here are the result of great external pressure and were instituted despite opposition from within the institution. Some scholars argue that the university has lost its soul.43 Others claim that the university is irresponsible because it uses public funds without meeting the needs of industry and government. Pressure from governmental authorities, militant students, and external constituencies have all placed great strains on academic institutions.

The period since World War II has been one of unprecedented growth in universities, and higher education has assumed an increasingly central role in virtually all modern societies. While growth may continue, the dramatic expansion of recent decades is at an end, at least in the industrialized countries. It is unlikely that the position of the university as the most important institution for training in virtually all of the top-level
occupations in modern society will be weakened, although other institutions have become involved in training. The university’s research role is more problematical because of the fiscal pressures of recent years. There is no other institution that can undertake basic research, but the consensus that has supported university-based basic research has weakened.\textsuperscript{44}

The challenges facing universities are, nonetheless, significant. The following issues are among those that will be of concern in the coming decade and beyond.

**Access**

Access remains a controversial issue in most countries. Worldwide, higher education is more readily available to wealthier segments of the population. With expansion, the demand has broadened, and providing access to lower-income groups is a challenge, especially in the context of fiscal constraints in higher education. Even in the United States, where access is relatively open regardless of social class because of a highly differentiated higher education system and government-sponsored loan and grant programs, some racial and ethnic minorities remain underrepresented in the student population. There is greater inequality of access in Western Europe, although there is widespread commitment to broaden participation. In much of the rest of the world, the lack of participation of those with low incomes, rural youths, and in some countries, women remains a central issue. Access remains a challenge of both concern and controversy.

**Administration, Accountability, and Governance**

As academic institutions become larger and more complex, there is increasing pressure for professional administration, as in the United States. At the same time, the traditional forms of academic governance are increasingly criticized for being unwieldy and, in large and bureaucratic institutions, inefficient. As the administration of higher education increasingly becomes a profession, an “administrative estate” will be established. Growing demands for accountability will cause academic institutions considerable difficulty. And as academic budgets expand, there will be inevitable demands to monitor and control expenditures. At present, no general agreement exists concerning the appropriate level of governmental involvement in higher education. The challenge will be to ensure that the traditional—and valuable—patterns of faculty control over governance and basic academic decisions are maintained in a complex and bureaucratic environment. Worldwide, the rise of “managerialism” and ever more complex bureaucratic arrangements is part of the academic landscape. So far, the trend is for traditional governance to lose authority and power.

**Knowledge Creation and Dissemination**

Research is a central part of the mission of many universities and of the academic system generally. Decisions that will be in contention in the future will concern the control and funding of research, the relationship of research to the broader curriculum and teaching, the uses made of university-based research, and related issues. Further, the system of knowledge dissemination, including journals and books and computer-based data systems, is rapidly changing. Who should control the new data networks? How will traditional means of communication, such as journals, survive in this new climate? How will the scientific system avoid being overwhelmed by the proliferation of data?\textsuperscript{45} Who will pay for the costs of knowledge dissemination? The needs of peripheral scientific systems, including both the Third World and smaller academic
systems in the industrialized world, have been largely ignored but are, nonetheless, important.\textsuperscript{46}

Information technology (IT) has become a central element of the knowledge distribution network. Individual scientists and scholars use the Internet for direct communication. Databases accessible on the World Wide Web are increasingly important. Libraries use a greater number of electronic resources to access journals and other kinds of information and data. Issues such as the ownership of knowledge, the cost of access to electronic networks, and the influence of new electronic journals and other publications, among others, remain to be determined. At present, publishers and other data providers in the United States and other English-speaking countries stand to gain most from the new technologies. The effect on academic institutions, especially in developing countries, remains unclear in terms of access and cost.

Major Western knowledge producers currently constitute a kind of cartel of information, dominating not only the creation of knowledge but also most of the major channels of distribution. Simply increasing the amount of research and creating new databases will not ensure a more equal and accessible knowledge system. Academic institutions are at the center, but publishers, copyright authorities, funders of research, and others are also necessarily involved.

The Academic Profession

In most countries, the professoriate has been under great pressure in recent years. Demands for accountability, the increased bureaucratization of institutions, fiscal constraints in many countries, and an increasingly diverse student body have all challenged the professoriate. In most industrialized nations, a combination of fiscal problems and demographic factors led to a stagnating profession.\textsuperscript{47}

Circumstances vary by region, but some factors are evident worldwide. Fiscal problems create multiple difficulties. Remuneration has not kept up with either cost of living or salaries offered elsewhere in the economy, and it is now difficult to lure the “best and brightest” to academe. The terms of academic appointments have deteriorated in many places—tenure has been abolished, for example, in Britain, and in many countries, a larger proportion of the profession is part time. Traditional career ladders have been modified. Class sizes have increased and academic autonomy has been limited. Pressures on the professoriate, not only to teach and do research but also to attract external grants, do consulting, and earn additional income for themselves and for their universities have grown. The difficulties faced by the academic profession in developing countries are perhaps the greatest—to maintain a viable academic culture under deteriorating conditions and without the protection of established norms.

Private Resources and Public Responsibility

In almost all countries there has been a growing emphasis on increasing the role of the private sector in higher education. One of the most direct manifestations of this trend is the role of the private sector in funding and directing university research. In many countries, private academic institutions have expanded or new ones have been established. Students are paying an increasing share of the cost of their education as a result of tuition and fee increases and through loan programs. Governments try to limit their expenditures on postsecondary education. Privatization has been the means of achieving this broad policy goal.\textsuperscript{48} Inevitably, decisions concerning academic developments will move increasingly to the private sector, with the possibility that
broader public goals may be ignored. Whether private interests will support the
traditional functions of universities—including academic freedom, basic research, and a
pattern of governance that leaves the professoriate in control—is unclear. Some of the
most interesting developments in private higher education can be found in such
countries as Vietnam, China, and Hungary, where private institutions have recently
been established. Private initiatives in higher education will bring a change in values
and orientation, but it is not clear that these values will be in the long-term best interests
of the university. At the beginning of the twenty-first century, the major expansion of
higher education worldwide is taking place in the private sector.

Diversification and Stratification

While diversification—the establishing of new postsecondary institutions to meet
diverse needs—is not new, it is of primary importance and will continue to reshape the
academic system. In recent years, the establishment of research institutions, community
colleges, polytechnics, and other academic institutions designed to meet specialized
needs and to serve specific populations has been a primary characteristic of growth. At
the same time, the academic system has become more stratified—individuals in one
sector of the system find it difficult to move to a different sector. There is often a high
correlation between social class (and other variables) and participation in a particular
sector. To some extent, the reluctance of traditional universities to change is responsible
for some of the diversification. Perhaps more important is the belief that limited-
function institutions are more efficient and less expensive. An element of diversification
is the inclusion of larger numbers of women and other previously disenfranchised
segments of the population. Women now constitute 40 percent of the student
population worldwide and more than half in many industrialized countries.\(^5\) In many
countries, students from lower socioeconomic groups and racial and ethnic minorities
have entered postsecondary institutions in significant numbers.

Economic Disparities

The substantial inequalities among the world’s universities and academic systems are
likely to grow. Major universities of the industrialized nations generally have the
resources to play a leading role in scientific research, in a context in which it is
increasingly expensive to keep up with the expansion of knowledge.\(^6\) Universities in
much of the Third World, however, simply cannot cope with the increased enrollments,
budgetary constraints, and in some cases, fiscal disasters. Universities in much of sub-
Saharan Africa, for example, have experienced dramatic budget cuts and find it difficult
to function, not to mention to improve quality and compete in the international
knowledge system.\(^7\) Academic institutions in the Asian newly industrializing countries,
where significant academic progress has taken place, will continue to improve. Thus,
the economic prospects for postsecondary education worldwide are mixed.

Conclusion

Universities share a common culture and a common reality: in many basic ways, there
is a convergence of institutional models and norms. At the same time, there are
significant national differences that will continue to affect the development of academic
systems and institutions. It is unlikely that the basic structures of academic institutions
will change dramatically: the Humboldtian academic model will survive, although
administrative structures will grow stronger and the traditional power and autonomy
of the faculty will diminish. Open universities and other distance education institutions
may provide new institutional arrangements, and efforts to save money may yield further organizational changes. Unanticipated change is also possible; while the emergence of significant student movements, at least in industrialized nations, do not seem likely, circumstances may change. The situation for universities in the first part of the twenty-first century are not, in general, favorable. The realities of higher education as a “mature industry” in industrialized countries, with stable rather than growing resources, will affect not only the funds available for postsecondary education but also academic practices. Accountability, the impact of technologies, and the other forces discussed in this chapter will all affect colleges and universities, although patterns will vary. Some academic systems, especially those in the newly industrializing countries, will continue to grow. In parts of the world affected by significant political and economic change, the coming decades will be ones of reconstruction. Worldwide, the coming period is one of major challenge for higher education.
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